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Abstract: This paper presents a new single-hidden-layer neural-network (SHL NN)-
based adaptive input-output feedback linearization control (IOFLC) to handle the
flux and speed tracking problems of the induction motor (IM) subjected to unknown
parametric uncertainty, modelling errors and external load disturbances. In this ap-
proach, we first apply the IOFLC to divide the IM dynamics into two decoupled
subsystems. The resulted controller is then augmented via an on-line SHL NN in
order to overcome effects of both the neglected dynamics and the modeling errors.
The NN is lunched over input-output signals of the controlled system. The adap-
tive laws augmented using NN parameters are expressed in terms of the estimated
tracking error dynamics of the nominal systems. Of main interest, Lyapunov’s direct
method is involved to exhibit the ultimate boundedness of the error signals. Com-
puter simulations are presented to emphasize the practical potential of the proposed
approach.
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